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Turn your outdoor landscape into a rich, living canvas of color and texture. Encouraging

experimentation, Stephanie Cohen and Nancy J. Ondra show you how to plan a garden that

incorporates unique combinations of plants to achieve stunning effects. With an overview of garden

design fundamentals and 20 sample garden plans, Cohen and Ondra will inspire you to play with

creative juxtapositions of vibrant hues and subtle textures. Let your imagination run wild as you

create your own unique and original garden designs.
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The Perennial Gardener's Design PrimerBy Stephanie Cohen and Nancy J. OndraStorey

PublishingISBN -13978-1-58017-532-2If this book had been available when I first started gardening,

I would have saved both time and money and might have avoided frustration and disappointments.

This publication allows the perennial gardener to skip past the trial and error stages of gardening

and move directly into planting and growing pleasurable perennial gardens.Whether one is a novice

attempting a first-ever flower bed or a seasoned gardener re-configuring or enlarging a pre existing

one, there is ample advice and encouragement to accomplish ones goals with confidence and

satisfaction. The artistry of this book is that it is not necessary to read it from cover to cover in order

to learn. Reader may select only those chapters that reflect the existing physical conditions of their

gardening space or may chose to read about a specific style of garden they want to create.One can

find advice about a shade or a sun garden, a dry or a soggy location, a small flower bed or a



meadow of wildflowers, a perfectly manicured border or a minimal maintenance garden. Whatever

the readers' choice, the authors offer guidance for plant site, bed preparation, flower selection and

plant combination. Within each clearly defined type of garden there is a suggested list of very

specific plants that have a proven track record for converting perennial gardeners' dreams into

reality.There is an interesting rhythm to this book. Each author gardens according to her particular

tastes and needs and writes about them with conviction. By juxtaposing two different yet respected

points of view, the authors have created a primer with a double purpose.
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